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Abstract

We address efficiency issues during the process of integrity maintenance. In
this sense, we propose a technique that improves efficiency of existing
methods by defining the order in which maintenance of integrity constraints
should be performed. Moreover, we integrate view updating into integrity
maintenance and we propose a technique for translating view updates
efficiently, aimed at reducing the number of alternatives considered during
the process of view updating and the EDB accesses required to perform this
translation.

1. Introduction

A deductive database is called consistent if it satisfies a set of integrity constraints.
When applying a transaction, database consistency may be violated. That is, the
transaction may falsify some integrity constraint. An approach to deal with this
problem is that of integrity maintenance [ML91, Wüt93, Ger94, CFPT94, TO95,
Maa98, Sch98], which is concerned with trying to repair integrity constraints
violations by performing additional updates that restore consistency of the database.

The methods proposed so far for integrity maintenance have been mainly concerned
with the generation of a complete set of repairs of integrity constraints violations, but
they have paid little attention to efficiency issues. When a constraint is repaired, all
other constraints are checked again for consistency, although they were already
satisfied prior to the repair and they could not be violated for it.

A database may also contain views, in addition to base predicates and integrity
constraints. Views are defined by means of deductive rules that allow deriving new
(view) facts from base facts that are explicitly stored in the database.

In the presence of views, the problem of integrity maintenance becomes more
complex since a repair of a certain integrity constraint defined in terms of view
predicates may consist on a request of updating the view. Therefore, this request must
be appropriately translated into correct updates of underlying base facts. Moreover,
updates of base facts obtained as a result of view updating could also violate other
integrity constraints. For these reasons, it becomes necessary to integrate view
updating into the process of integrity maintenance.

Existing methods for view updating [KM90, Wüt93, CST95, TO95, Dec96, LT97]
have been mainly concerned with the effective generation of all possible translations
that satisfy a view update request. However, they have paid little attention to
efficiency issues. Thus, for instance, they do not care about exploring alternatives that
do not lead to valid translations or performing unnecessary EDB accesses.



In this paper, we address efficiency issues during the process of integrity
maintenance. In this sense, we propose a technique for determining the order in which
integrity constraints should be handled. Moreover, we integrate view updating into
integrity maintenance and we propose a technique for translating view updates
efficiently, aimed at reducing the number of alternatives considered during the process
of view updating and the EDB accesses required to perform this translation.

This paper extends our previous work since it provides an efficient implementation
of the method specified in [TO95]; and further extends the ideas given in [MT97].

This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 review basic concepts needed
to define our approach. Section 4 presents the Precedence Graph as a tool for
structuring the process of integrity maintenance. Section 5 shows how to translate
efficiently repairs on view predicates. Section 6 shows how to use the Precedence
Graph to maintain integrity constraints. Section 7 relates our approach to relevant
previous work. Finally, section 8 summarizes our conclusions.

2. Deductive Databases

We briefly review the basic concepts related to deductive databases [Llo87]. A term
is a variable symbol or a constant symbol. If P is an m-ary predicate symbol and t1,
..., tm are terms, then P(t1, ..., tm) is an atom. The atom is ground if every ti  (i = 1,
…, m) is a constant. A literal is defined as either an atom or a negated atom. A fact is
a formula of the form: P(t1, ..., tm) ←, where P(t1, ..., tm) is a ground atom.

A deductive rule is a formula of the form: P(t1, ..., tm) ← L1 ∧...∧ Ln, with n ≥ 1,
where P(t1,..., tm) is an atom denoting the conclusion, and L1,...,Ln are literals. Any
variable in P(t1, ..., tm), L1, ..., Ln is assumed to be universally quantified over the
whole formula. A derived predicate P may be defined by means of one or more
deductive rules.

An integrity constraint is a closed first-order formula that the deductive database is
required to satisfy. We deal with constraints in denial form1: ←  L1 ∧ ... ∧ Lm, with
m ≥ 1, where the L i are literals and all variables are assumed to be universally
quantified over the whole formula. We associate to each integrity constraint an
inconsistency predicate Icn. Then, we would rewrite the former denial as: Icn ← L1
∧ ... ∧ Lm, with m ≥ 1. Note that an inconsistency predicate will be true only if the
corresponding constraint is violated.

A deductive database D is a triple (EDB, IDB, IC), where EDB is a set of base
facts, IDB a set of deductive rules and IC a set of integrity constraints. The set EDB of
facts is called the extensional part of the database and the set of deductive rules and
integrity constraints is called the intensional part.

Deductive database predicates are partitioned into base and derived (view) predicates.
A base predicate appears only in the extensional part and (eventually) in the body of
deductive rules. A derived predicate appears only in the intensional part. We deal with
stratified databases [Llo87] and we require database to be allowed [Llo87].

                                                
1  More general constraints can be transformed into denials by applying [LT94].



Example 2.1: The following database, which does not contain any fact, will be
used throughout the paper.

PhD(x) ← Has-Thesis(x) ∧ ¬ Fail-exam(x)

Res-certif(x) ← Has-Thesis(x)

Ic1(x) ← Res-certif(x) ∧ ¬ Grad(x)

Ic2(x) ← Prof(x) ∧ ¬ PhD(x)

Ic3(x) ← Dean(x) ∧ ¬ Prof(x)

Has-Thesis(x) states that x has written his/her PhD-Thesis; Fail-exam(x) states that
x has failed the thesis examination; Grad(x) states that x is graduated; Prof(x) states
that x is a professor and Dean(x) states that x is a Dean; Res-certif(x) states that x has
a research certificate if x has written his/her PhD; PhD(x) states that x has a PhD if x
has written his/her PhD-Thesis and has not failed the thesis examination. Integrity
constraints state that is not possible to have a research certificate and not be graduated;
to be a professor without having a PhD; and to be Dean not being a professor.

3. The Augmented Database [Oli91, UO92]

Our approach is based on taking into account a set of rules that precisely define the
difference between two consecutive database states. This set of rules, together with the
original database D, form the Augmented Database [Oli91, UO92], denoted by A(D),
which explicitly defines the insertions and deletions induced by T.

The concept of Augmented Database is based on the concept of event. For each
predicate P, a distinguished insertion event predicate ιP and a distinguished deletion
event predicate δP are used to define the precise difference of deducible facts of
consecutive database states. Formally, we define them as follows2:

(1) ∀x (ιP(x) ↔ Pn(x) ∧ ¬ P(x))

(2) ∀x (δP(x) ↔ P(x) ∧ ¬ Pn(x))

If P is a base predicate, ιP and δP facts (called base event facts) represent insertions
and deletions of base facts, respectively. Therefore, we assume that a transaction T
consists of a set of base event facts.

Definition 3.1: A transaction T is a set of base event facts.
If P is a derived predicate, ιP and δP facts represent induced insertions and induced

deletions, respectively. If P is an inconsistency predicate, ιP represents a violation of
the corresponding integrity constraint. For inconsistency predicates, δP facts are not
defined since we assume that the database is consistent before the update.

For each derived or inconsistency predicate P, the A(D) contains rules about ιP and
δP, called event rules, which define exactly the insertions and deletions of facts about
P that are induced by some transaction T. The definition of ιP and δP depends on the
definition of P in D but it is independent of any transaction Ti and of the EDB. The
A(D) contains also a set of transition rules that define extension in the new state of

                                                
2  x is a vector of variables and Pn denotes the evaluation of P in the updated state.



derived and inconsistency predicates in terms of the old state and the events that occur
in the transition between both states.

The definition of events, given by rules (1) and (2), determines that an insertion
(deletion) of a certain fact may only happen if the fact does not hold (if it holds) in the
old state of the database. This is formalized as: ∀x (ιP(x) → ¬ P(x)) and ∀x (δP(x) →
P(x)). We extend the event rules by explicitly considering these implications:

Example 3 .1 :  The following example shows some relevant event rules of the
example 2.1, extended with the corresponding implications.

(C1) ιIc1(x) ← Res-certif(x) ∧ ¬ δ Res-certif(x) ∧ Grad(x) ∧ δGrad(x)

(C2) ιIc1(x) ← ¬ Res-certif(x) ∧ ι Res-certif(x) ∧ ¬ Grad(x) ∧ ¬ ιGrad(x)

(C3) ιIc1(x) ← ¬ Res-certif(x) ∧ ι Res-certif(x) ∧ Grad(x) ∧ δGrad(x)

(C4) ιIc2(x) ← Prof(x) ∧ ¬ δProf(x) ∧ PhD(x) ∧ δPhD(x)

(C5) ιIc2(x) ← ¬ Prof(x) ∧ ιProf(x) ∧ ¬ PhD(x) ∧ ¬ ιPhD(x)

(C6) ιIc2(x) ← ¬ Prof(x) ∧ ιProf(x) ∧ PhD(x) ∧ δPhD(x)

(C7) ιIc3(x) ← Dean(x) ∧ ¬ δDean(x) ∧ Prof(x) ∧ δProf(x)

(C8) ιIc3(x) ← ¬ Dean(x) ∧ ιDean(x) ∧ ¬ Prof(x) ∧ ¬ ιProf(x)

(C9) ιIc3(x) ← ¬ Dean(x) ∧ ιDean(x) ∧ Prof(x) ∧ δProf(x)

Rules C1 to C9 define all possible ways of inserting facts about predicates Ic1, Ic2
and Ic3. These rules deserve special attention since they define all possible situations
in which database consistency is violated by the application of some transaction.

4. Making Explicit an Order for Integrity Maintenance

We achieve efficiency during the process of integrity maintenance by determining
the order in which integrity constraints should be handled. This order is provided by
the Precedence Graph. To obtain the Precedence Graph we only take into account
syntactical information associated to the definition of each integrity constraint.

Violations of database consistency due to a transaction T are only produced because
some insertion event rule associated to an integrity constraint becomes true.
Moreover, repairs of the constraint are defined by the violated insertion event rule,
since a repair corresponds to an additional update that falsifies the effect of T on the
corresponding event rule. For this reason, we refer to the insertion event rules of an
integrity constraint as the conditions of that integrity constraint.

To state precedences more precisely, we consider the conditions associated to an
integrity constraint instead of the own integrity constraint definition. Thus, the
Precedence Graph will state all relationships between repairs and potential violations
of these conditions. First, we need to explicitly state the relationship between base
events and their effect on view events and conditions.

Definition 4.1: Let E be an event and C be a condition or a derived event. We
say that C directly depends on E if there is a rule in A(D) with C as head and such that
E appears in its body. A direct dependence is positive (resp. negative) if E is a positive
literal (resp. negative).

Definition 4.2: Given an event or a condition C and an event E, we say that:
•  C depends on E if C directly depends on E.



•  C depends on E if C depends on a certain event E’ and E’ directly depends on E.
•  C depends evenly (resp. oddly) on E if there is an even (resp. odd) number of

negative direct dependencies in the dependency path from C to E.
Potential repairs and potential violations can be defined by considering the notion

of dependency. A potential violation of a condition Ci is a base event that, when
applied to the database, it may induce an insertion of Ci. A potential repair of a
condition Ci is a base event that when applied to the database may falsify Ci.

Definition 4.3: Let E be a base event and Ci a condition.
•  E is a potential violation of Ci if Ci depends evenly on E.
•  E is a potential repair of Ci if Ci depends oddly on E.

Note that, since a condition C may depend evenly and oddly on a certain event E, E
may be a potential violation and a potential repair of C at the same time.

Structuring the process of integrity maintenance is aimed at determining the order
of handling conditions to minimize the number of times that each condition is
processed. If an event E is a potential repair of a condition Ci and at the same time a
potential violation of another condition Cj, then Ci should be handled before Cj
because, otherwise, we cannot ensure that Cj will not have to be processed again after
Ci‘s consideration. This is why we talk about precedences among conditions.

Definition 4.4:  Let Ci and Cj be conditions and E an event predicate. Ci
precedes Cj due to E if E is a potential repair of Ci and a potential violation of Cj.

We denote precedences between conditions by means an arrow. That is, “C i → Cj
due to E” states that “Ci precedes Cj due to E”.

Example 4.1: Precedences between conditions of example 3.1 are the following:
C1 →  C4, C5, C6 due to δHas-Thesis C5 → C2, C3 due to ιHas-Thesis

C4 → C7, C9 due to δProf C8 → C5, C6 due to ιProf

Taking into account all precedences between conditions, we can build the
Precedence Graph.

Definition 4.5:  A Precedence Graph PG for a set C of conditions, is a pair
PG=<Nod,Edg> where Nod is a finite number of nodes, Edg ⊆ (Nod x Nod) is a set of
directed edges, and such that each node n ∈ Nod is labeled with a condition identifier
and each edge is labeled with an event. There exists a directed edge edg = (n,n'), labeled
with event E, if condition of node n precedes condition of node n' due to E.

Example 4.2 : The Precedence Graph corresponding to example 4.1 is the
following:

C1

C4
C7

C6

C9

δHas_Thesis
δProf

C5

C2

C8 C3

ιProf

ιProf

δProf

δHas_Thesis

δHas_Thesis

ιHas_Thesis

ιHas_Thesis

Fig. 1. Precedence Graph of example 4.1

The Precedence Graph provides the information to define an order of handling
conditions. Intuitively, conditions without incoming edges should be considered first



since they cannot be violated by the maintenance of any other condition. When a
condition is processed, it is removed from the Precedence Graph and the integrity
maintenance process continues with the rest of the conditions. In fact, there are many
possible orders of processing conditions that satisfy this criterion. However, since we
always have to process all conditions, none of these orders provides more efficiency
than the others do.

Handling conditions in this way we improve efficiency of current methods for
integrity maintenance. A good metrics to evaluate this improvement is the number of
conditions that a method must consider in each case.

Lemma 1  Let C be the number of conditions associated to the integrity
constraints and R the number of repairs needed to obtain the solution. Let the
resulting Precedence Graph not contain any cycle. Then, the number of conditions that
must be considered by an integrity maintenance process is the following:

•  Without the Precedence Graph: number of conditions = (C/2) * R + C
•  With the Precedence Graph: number of conditions = C

Therefore, if maintaining integrity requires at least one repair, the integrity
maintenance process performs better by considering the conditions in the order
provided by the Precedence Graph. This improvement will be much greater whenever a
higher number of repairs will be needed.

In some cases, a Precedence Graph could also contain cycles among certain
conditions. The existence of cycles means that the conditions inside a cycle may be
considered more than once to obtain a solution, but this does not necessarily imply
that dealing with conditions of the cycle should be performed forever.

Although cyclic Precedence Graphs are beyond the scope of this paper, the previous
metrics could also be generalized in this case. The only difference is that we should to
extend the number of conditions visited since conditions in a cycle could be considered
several times.

5. Translating a Repair Corresponding to a View Update

When views may appear in an integrity constraint definition, we must also
translate efficiently a repair that consists on a view update. Negative events appearing
in the body of a condition correspond to possible ways of repairing this condition. In
particular, when such a repair involves a negative derived event, it corresponds to a
view update request that must be appropriately translated into correct updates of the
underlying base facts.

We propose to consider efficiency by performing an analysis of the view update
request and of the database contents before obtaining translations. This analysis is
made during the Analysis Step, described in section 5.1, and it is aimed at achieving
efficiency by considering only those alternatives that are relevant to the request and
also by reducing the number of accesses to the EDB. Translations are obtained during
the Translation Step, described in section 5.2, by taking into account the results of the
analysis step.



5.1 Analysis Step

Event rules associated to a view predicate V define all possible ways of satisfying
updates stated on V. Thus, the translation of a view update request into updates of base
facts will be performed by taking event rules into account.

Example 5.1: Consider the insertion event rules associated to the view PhD(x).

(I1) ιPhD(x) ← Has-Thesis(x) ∧ ¬ δHas-Thesis(x) ∧ Fail-exam(x) ∧ δFail-exam(x)

(I2) ιPhD(x) ← ¬ Has-Thesis(x) ∧ ιHas-Thesis(x) ∧ ¬ Fail-exam(x) ∧ ¬ ιFail-exam(x)

(I3) ιPhD(x) ← ¬ Has-Thesis(x) ∧ ιHas-Thesis(x) ∧ Fail-exam(x) ∧ δFail-exam(x)

Event rules I1, I2 and I3 define all possible ways of performing insertions on PhD.
The applicability of a certain event rule to translate a view update request depends on
the contents of the database. Therefore, at execution time, given a view update request
U and a database state D, only some of the event rules are relevant for translating U.
For instance, the insertion of PhD(Bob) in a database that does not contain Fail-
exam(Bob) nor Has-Thesis(Bob) may only be performed by means of I2.

Moreover, not all the facts stored in the EDB are relevant for translating a view
update request. For instance, only base facts Fail-exam(Bob) and Has-Thesis(Bob) are
relevant for inserting PhD(Bob).

Given an update request U and an Augmented Database A(D), the purpose of the
Analysis Step is to determine the event rules in A(D) relevant to translate U and to
specialize them so that no additional access to the EDB is needed to perform the
translation. This specialization is performed in an "intelligent" way so that relevant
base facts are accessed only once.

Definition 5.1: Let E be a derived event on a predicate P(x), defined (directly or
indirectly) in terms of a set of base predicates Qi(yi). Then, the relevant extension of E
is the set of all base facts Qi(yi)θ, where θ is the m.g.u(x,yi).

Once we know the relevant extension of the view update request, we can specialize
the event rules required to satisfy the request. This specialization is performed by
adapting a transformation proposed in [KS90] to split a general rule into two
alternative rules: one specific rule to be applied to a concrete instance t’ and a general
rule to apply to the rest of values t≠t’.

Definition 5.2:  Let E(t’) be a derived event fact, where t’ is a vector of
constants and variables, let Ext be its relevant extension. Then, the Specialized Event
Rules R’ of E(t') are, for each event rule E(t) ← L1∧...∧ Ln, the following two rules:

(R1’) E(t) ← L1 ∧ ... ∧ Ln ∧ t≠t’
(R2’) [E(t)  ← Li ∧ ... ∧ Lj]θ with i ≥ 1 and j ≤ n.

where θ is the most general unifier of t and t’ and where each literal L iθ of rule R2’
that refers to a base predicate is evaluated true with respect to Ext and it has been
removed.

This specialization has to be applied also to the event rules associated to the derived
event facts that appear in the body of rule R2’ to obtain a complete specialization of
the event rules defining E(t’).

Example 5.2: Given a view update request ιPhD(Bob) and an EDB that does not
contain Fail-exam(Bob) nor Has-Thesis(Bob), the Specialized Event Rules of
ιPhD(Bob) are:



(I1) ιPhD(x) ← Has-Thesis(x) ∧ ¬ δHas-Thesis(x) ∧ Fail-exam(x) ∧ δFail-exam(x) ∧ x≠Bob

(I21’) ιPhD(x) ← ¬Has-Thesis(x) ∧ ιHas-Thesis(x) ∧ ¬Fail-exam(x) ∧ ¬ιFail-exam(x) ∧ x≠Bob

(I22’) ιPhD(Bob) ← ιHas-Thesis(Bob) ∧ ¬ ιFail-exam(Bob)

(I3) ιPhD(x) ← ¬ Has-Thesis(x) ∧ ιHas-Thesis(x) ∧ Fail-exam(x) ∧ δFail-exam(x) ∧ x≠Bob

Previous methods for view updating have paid little attention to efficiency issues
since they have been only concerned with the effective generation of all possible
translations that satisfy a view update request. So, to the best of our knowledge, ours
is the first proposal aimed at dealing with efficiency issues during this process. Two
different metrics can be considered to evaluate efficiency of the view updating process:
the number of possible alternatives considered and EDB accesses performed.

Given a view P defined by a single rule P(t1, ..., tm) ← L1 ∧...∧ Ln, with n ≥ 1,
where L1,...,Ln are base literals and such that all variables in L1,...,Ln appear also in t1,
..., tm, the following two lemmas hold.

Lemma 2:  The number of event rules considered to translate events about P is
the following:

•  An insertion event fact ιP(k1, ..., km): 1 event rule.
•  A deletion event fact δP(k1, ..., km): n event rules

Lemma 3: The number of accesses to the EDB performed to translate events
about P is the following:

•  An insertion event fact ιP(k1, ..., km): n EDB accesses.
•  A deletion event fact δP(k1, ..., km): 1 EDB access

In the case of views defined in terms of other views and of views that may contain
existential variables in their rule body, the previous metrics can be easily generalized.

5.2 Translation Step

In the Analysis Step, we have obtained the specialized event rules that allow to
perform the translation without accessing the EDB. The purpose of the Translation
Step is to translate a given view update request U into all possible translations Ti that
satisfy this request. A translation Ti is a transaction that defines a set of base facts to
be inserted and/or deleted from the current EDB.

Example 5.3 : Consider again the Specialized Event Rules of example 5.2. The
only translation that satisfies ιPhD(Bob) is T1 = { ιHas-Thesis(Bob)}, which is given
by the rule: (I22’) ιPhD(Bob) ← ιHas-Thesis(Bob) ∧ ¬ ιFail-exam(Bob)

Thus, positive base events in the body of specialized event rules define the updates
to be performed to satisfy a view update request. If a view is defined in terms of other
views, we must unfold first the positive derived events until we reach a goal where
positive literals are only base fact events. Moreover, the resulting goal may contain
negative events. Those events correspond to conditions that must be enforced to
guarantee that the requested view update remains satisfied when, later on during the
process of integrity maintenance, new updates are considered. In the previous example,
we need to enforce condition C10 = {← ιFail-exam(Bob)} to guarantee that ιPhD(Bob)
remains satisfied, i.e. a future insertion of Fail-exam(Bob) would cause ιPhD(Bob) to
be false.



Definition 5.3: Given a view update U, the result of the Translation Step is all
possible pairs (Ti,Ci) such that Ti is a translation of U and Ci is a set of conditions to
be enforced to guarantee that U will remain satisfied during the process of integrity
maintenance.

Conditions resulting from the process of view updating have a clear parallelism
with conditions considered during the process of integrity maintenance since both
represent requirements that must be enforced to guarantee the correctness of the whole
process. Thus, to provide a uniform and more efficient treatment of the whole process
of integrity maintenance, conditions resulting from view updating are integrated into
the Precedence Graph. This integration is performed dynamically by taken into account
information, already determined at definition time, about potential violations and
potential repairs of conditions that can be obtained during view updating.

Example 5.4: Consider again example 4.2. The Precedence Graph resulting after
the inclusion of the condition C10 ← ιFail-exam(Bob) is the same of Fig. 3 with an
additional node labeled as C10. This node has no incoming nor outgoing edges since
condition C10 can not be violated by any of the potential repairs of other conditions
and, since it does not have any potential repair that could violate other conditions.

6. A Process for Integrity Maintenance

Given a database D and an initial transaction T, the process of integrity
maintenance is aimed at obtaining all possible minimal transactions Ti, with Ti ⊇ T,
that satisfy all integrity constraints in D. New updates in Ti are required to repair the
integrity constraint violations induced by T. When a repair is a view update this
process must translate it into updates of the underlying base facts.

The Precedence Graph, the Analysis Step and the Translation Step provide the basis
for an efficient algorithm for integrity maintenance in the presence of views. The
function Maintain_Constraints is used to perform efficiently the process of integrity
maintenance.

Definition 6.1: Given a database D, the Precedence Graph PG of conditions in
D and an initial transaction T, the result of the function Maintain_Constraints(T,PG)
is the set of all possible minimal transactions Ti, with Ti ⊇ T, that satisfy all
integrity constraints in D.

A transaction Ti is minimal if there is no transaction Tj, Ti ⊇ Tj, that also satisfies
the integrity constraints. Note that since Ti ⊇ T the previous definition guarantees
that the obtained transactions Ti satisfy the effect of the original transaction T. If the
initial transaction T does not violate any integrity constraint, function
Maintain_Constraints will provide T as the only solution.

Intuitively, the steps performed by Maintain_Constraints are the following: to
consider the conditions in one of the orders provided by the Precedence Graph and, for
each condition, to compute all violations and consider a repair of each violation. We
mark nodes of the graph to indicate candidate conditions to be processed at each step.
A marked node states that its associated condition is potentially violated by the current
transaction. Initially, all conditions are marked since they may be violated by T.



We illustrate Maintain_Constraints by means of an example. A complete
description of the algorithm implementing this function can be found in [MT99].

Example 6.1 : Consider now the database of example 2.1 and the associated
Precedence Graph shown in Fig. 1. Assume the initial transaction T={ ιDean(Bob)}.
Initially, all nodes are marked. Node C1 is selected first because it does not have any
predecessor. Since it is not violated, we unmark it and proceed with following nodes.
The same happens with C4, C7 and C9.

In the next step, node C8 is selected. Since it is violated by T, it is repaired with
ιProf(Bob). In following steps, nodes C6 and C3 exhibit similar behavior to C1.
Condition C5 is selected after. The repair ιPhD(Bob) of C5 must now be translated
into base fact updates. As example 5.3 states, the only translation is { ιHas-
Thesis(Bob)}. Moreover, condition C10 ← ιFail-exam(Bob) is included in the graph.

As a consequence of this update, C2 is violated (because ιRes-certif(Bob) is induced
as a consequence of ιHas-Thesis(Bob)) and it is repaired by ιGrad(Bob). After this
repair, condition C10 is not violated and all nodes of the graph are unmarked.
Therefore, we get a final transaction T’={ ιDean(Bob), ιProf(Bob), ιHas-Thesis(Bob),
ιGrad(Bob)} that satisfies all integrity constraints.

7. Relation with Previous Work

We compare our proposal with previous work on efficient integrity maintenance
[CFPT94, Ger94, FP97, Sch98] and we measure the efficiency improvement of our
approach to view updating with respect to that of [TO95].

7.1 Previous Work on Efficient Integrity Maintenance

The most interesting proposals that consider efficiency issues during integrity
maintenance are [CFPT94, FP97] and [Ger94], which are based on the automatic
generation of active (production) rules for integrity maintenance. As compared to our
approach, a first limitation of these proposals is that they do not incorporate view
updating during integrity maintenance. They also share two additional drawbacks.

The initial transaction is not always satisfied: Given a transaction requested by the
user, [CFPT94, Ger94] maintain the integrity constraints through the execution of
active rules that repair the violated constraints. The problem is, as reported in [Sch98],
that the resulting database does not always satisfy the transaction originally requested.
[Sch98] prevents this problem by detecting dangerous situations. However, it may
happen that [Sch98] does not find any solution although there are some, which can be
obtained by our method as shown in [MT99].

Not all solutions can be obtained: Efficiency is provided in [CFPT94, Ger94] by
defining a graph that expresses whether the execution of a certain active rule that
repairs an integrity constraint could violate another integrity constraint. As usual, the
presence of cycles indicates that integrity maintenance could not terminate. To
guarantee termination, they propose to obtain an acyclic graph by discarding some of
the active rules. Thus, they do not consider all possible repairs for an integrity
constraint violation.



Instead of restricting the set of possible repairs, our approach is based on defining a
more precise graph. This results in a higher number of conditions to take into account
but allows to effectively handling a higher number of cases, as shown in [MT99].

[FP97] is devoted to define more clearly an stratified order of handling active rules
to avoid infinite loops. Some of the mechanisms proposed in [FT97] could help us to
reduce the number of cycles in our Precedence Graph.

7.2 Previous Work on View Updating

Previous work on view updating did not almost care about efficiency issues since it
was concerned with proposing effective methods that obtain all possible translations.
Our approach is aimed at achieving efficiency by considering only relevant alternatives
and by reducing the number of accesses to the EDB, as shown by the metrics
considered in Section 5.1. These metrics are directly applicable to the Events Method
[TO95].

Given a view P defined by a single rule P(t1, ..., tm) ← L1 ∧...∧ Ln, with n ≥ 1,
where L1,...,Ln are base literals and such that all variables in L1,...,Ln appear also in t1,
..., tm, the following two lemmas hold.

Lemma 4  The number of event rules considered by the Events Method to
translate events about P is:

- An insertion event fact ιP(k1, ..., km): 2n - 1
- A deletion event fact δP(k1, ..., km): n

Lemma 5 The number of accesses to the EDB performed by the Events Method
to translate events about P is:

- An insertion event fact ιP(k1, ..., km): (2n -1) * n
- A deletion event fact δP(k1, ..., km): n2

These results show that we perform better than the Events Method for translating
both insertions and deletions. Moreover, this gain of efficiency is further improved in
our case by defining the order of handling integrity constraints.

8 Conclusions

We have proposed a technique for improving efficiency of integrity maintenance in
the presence of views. This technique is based on making explicit the information
required to define an order of handling integrity constraints and on performing some
preparatory analysis before translating a view update.

In the first case, we achieve efficiency by reducing the times that an integrity
constraint is reconsidered. In the second, efficiency is gained by considering only
relevant alternatives to translate a view update request and by reducing the accesses to
the EDB required to perform this translation. We have also shown that our results
improve those of previous work in the field.

As further work, we are thinking about considering a better marking of the
Precedence Graph and on taking into account the information provided by the original
transaction to define a better order of handling conditions in this graph.
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